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Imagine what it's like to not be able to sit down—any time that you sit, intense pain shoots through your bottom and back. That would be miserable, you say? So do many people who experience that on a daily basis, and unfortunately it doesn't take much to have something like that happen.

The tailbone, or coccyx, is a set of bones extending down from the sacrum. They may be fused, they may not. Believe it or not, some scientists will tell you that the coccyx is a remnant of a tail! At any rate, this set of bone is prime for damage when an individual sustains a fall flat on their bottom. Falling in winter as a result of slipping on ice is a common source of tailbone injuries. In the process of the injury, the tailbone may sustain a break and either fuse incorrectly with the bone, or become what is known as a “floating tailbone” that is no longer fused with the remainder of the coccyx, and gouges into scar tissue when pressure hits that area. The pain is typically sharp and debilitating.

Other sources of pain may be related to fibromyalgia, which bundles of angry muscle fibers and nerves bundle to form “trigger points”—again resulting in immediate sharp debilitating pain.

The method of pain reduction or elimination is therefore reducing or eliminating the source of pressure, therein lies the tailcut. The tailcut is typically an oval area cut out of the upper layers of foam on the seat pan approximately where the tailbone would come in contact with the seat—a couple of inches forward from the back border of the seat pan. The fabric of the seat pan is also cut away, and is layered into the resultant hole—actually looking somewhat it looks like it belongs on a golf course rather than in a chair. The pressure of sitting is then redistributed to the legs, the outside portion of the bottom, and the ischial tuberosities. For anyone who has experienced the pain of sitting, the pleasure of being able to sit without pain is indescribable.

The tailcut can be ordered as a custom option with the size specified if the individual needs a larger than standard cut.

You may wish to try the use of a ROHO prior to ordering a tailcut. Typically, you would inflate the ROHO fully then have the person deflate until they experience the comfort that they desire. In this case, the inflated ROHO may set off pain that will not subside for a period of time, so it would actually be better to start with a deflated ROHO then slowly add air to get to the desired point of comfort. The ROHO is wider than a tailcut, so the material around the ROHO may not provide sufficient support to prevent contact/pressure with/on sensitive portions of the person’s body.

Providing comfort and support for someone who has not been able to experience that can be extremely gratifying—not only to you as the person who came up with the solution—but also to the person who now can return to productive work without pain.
So what are the best options to recommend with a herniated disc?

First of all, the s'port ridge is an excellent option to offer regardless where the herniation is, as the s'port ridge (option code SR) encourages preserving the curves of the spine while serving as a passive ergonomic feature encouraging the seated person to roll their shoulders back and open the chest cavity while reducing pressure where the brachial plexus nerve bundles pass through the shoulders. The s'port ridge option automatically includes s'port foam in the back of the chair, so the person has great comfort. The s'port ridge is ideally paired with comfortek fabric.

Depending upon where the herniation is, the person may benefit from an exaggerated lumbar support. In that case, the s'port lumbar (option code SL) combined with air lumbar (option code A) provide the best in lumbar support by partnering a passive ergonomic support (the s'port lumbar) with an active ergonomic support (the air lumbar) in providing the ultimate in adjustability.

There are certain situations where an exaggerated lumbar actually increases the person's pain. Minimizing the lumbar by having the air lumbar (option code A) with the air completely out of the bladder then slowly increasing the air one squeeze at a time with the air bulb gives the person an indication of where the optimal support would be for them.

As well, in certain situations the person may feel relief from the tailbone cut out option (option code tailcut). This is a section of foam and fabric strategically cut out of the seat pan where the person's base of spine (tailbone) would contact with the seat of the chair... for some, this contact is enough to create a pressure point at the base of the spine which affects the lumbar and sacral areas.

These scenarios point out the rationale that supports having the person try the chair prior to purchasing it. For some, the answer is immediately present, for others it takes a couple of days to determine whether the combination of options with the chair will work.

An important point to reinforce is that BodyBilt chairs have been assigned an FDA number – they are recognized as therapeutic devices – and as such may be prescribed by a physician, chiropractor, physical therapist, or other health care practitioner as a means of returning someone back to a productive work life.

Something to realize as well is that we may not be able to eliminate that person's pain – the chair may only be able to reduce it. It would be wonderful to be able to claim that our chairs do miracles and eliminate all pain regardless of its nature – but that reduces us to the ranks of snake oil salesmen. We have to be realistic and work within reasonable measures. Obviously, we’re not going to be able to have every single chair combination available within our storage units … so work with your Regional Manager to determine what’s best for that situation.

SEAT CONTOURS

Many people have asked about seat contours – why is it that we do a contoured seat, and what exactly are the benefits of a contoured seat?

To answer the question of why BodyBilt has a contoured seat, you have to go deep, deep, deep into the recesses of BodyBilt history... the short answer to that question (to keep us from getting lost in the catacombs) is that the original goal was to find a seat design that would provide comfort and support for long term seated posture to provide the user with not only the maximal comfort, but be able to maintain focus on their task for the long term concentration needed with intense tasking. That goal led to the development of the #2 seat.

If you’ve spent any time on a picnic bench, you understand all too well what part of the body gets sore – it’s the sitting bones, the ischial tuberosities, which are on the bottom side of the ischium, shown on the diagram to the right.

The #2, #4 and #7 seat pans have what we refer to as the “ish dish,” which can be seen when you look at the cross section of the seat. The ish dish is that spacing on the under side of the seat – it’s not that someone cut the foam too short, nor is it that the glue isn’t working – that spacing is designed to provide comfort and support without creating a pressure point for the ischial tuberosities.

The contouring also provides the benefit of reducing seated pressure in that the contouring of the seat maximizes the contact area with the anatomy of the seated person, effectively distributing the seated pressure over a larger area.

Contouring is a passive ergonomic feature, meaning that the person seated in the chair does not have to cognitively perform an adjustment in order to take advantage of the contouring.
The contouring also includes what some would refer to as a very controversial element of the seat found in the middle of the front of the chair – the pommel. This pommel is designed as another passive ergonomic feature in that it encourages the person to sit further back in the chair to take advantage of the lumbar and back support of the chair. One of our reps has called the pommel an “ergonomic speed bump” – when you reach the bump, it’s time to move back!

You may ask why do we have more than one contour in our chairs – that would indeed be an appropriate question. The answer is human variability – people have many different ideas of what feels good to them. Here’s a chart that gives you a quick idea of the amount of contour for each seat pan:

- 2 – MAXIMUM CONTOUR
- 7 – MODERATE CONTOUR (MOST POPULAR)
- 6 – PETITE SEAT, NO CONTOUR
- 9 – STRETCH, MODERATE CONTOUR
- 8 – MINIMAL CONTOUR
- 4 – BIG & TALL, MODERATE CONTOUR
- 3 – BARIATRIC, MINIMAL CONTOUR

That’s the lead in to questions that we hear on practically a daily basis – hey, I’ve got this pain – hey, I’ve got this strain – hey, I’m recovering from… and inevitably the conversation turns right to “so what’s the best chair for me and my situation?” while they look at us for Divinely guided wisdom to spew forth. Well, that’s not a bad time to be praying for wisdom, but in most cases the answer should be “we need a little more information to answer your question intelligently.”

A good many of our conversations have to deal with herniated discs in the back. What’s the best chair for a herniated disc? And the answer is... well, it may not be quite so obvious, as the answer could vary. Let’s quickly review a little anatomy of the back:

Our spines are made up of a stack of bony support structures called vertebrae. The places where vertebrae meet each other is considered joints – the points where the vertebrae articulate and move.

In between the vertebrae are intervertebral discs that are similar in consistency to jelly donuts – a little harder outer covering called the annulus fibrosis, and a pliable inner core called the nucleus pulposis.

The disc responds to pressure much the same way the jelly donut does – the disc gets thinner in areas where the pressure is, and fattens out in areas where the pressure is less – but a little too much pressure, or a little too much twist, and oops! The annulus fibrosis breaks (ruptures) and some of the nucleus pulposis (the jelly) leaks out. If that jelly leaks out at a point where a nerve is coming off of the spinal cord (a nerve root), then the jelly may put pressure on that nerve root and cause what we know as referred pain. Sciatica is an example – the problem isn’t in the leg where the pain is, it’s in the back where the pressure point is.

Our spines naturally have three curves in them… – an inner curve (the inner curve is called lordosis) in the cervical or neck, - an outer curve (the outer curve is called kyphosis) in the thoracic or mid-back, and - another inner curve in the lumbar, or low back.

Those curves are in place to allow us to have flexibility in motion, and play a role in stress absorption and distribution. We typically want to position a person in a chair so that we emphasize and support those three curves… preserving the curves, so to speak.
This Technical Side is devoted to explaining the contours in the seat pan. Let’s start with the most contoured and work our way back to the least contoured... the #2 and #7 seats will be discussed in this Technical Side, the other seats will be discussed in following editions. Exact measurements of the seat pans can be found in the Product and Options Guide.

The most extreme contouring is found in the #2 seat. The U shaped contouring follows the curve around the back of the seat, then extends somewhat outward to create leg troughs to the front of the chair. Those leg troughs were designed into the chair to cradle the legs – and in that process, increases the surface area of contact with the legs. The greater amount of contact area you have with the legs and buttocks, the greater area bearing the weight of the body against the chair thus effectively lowering seated pressure on that part of the body. Lower seated pressure typically translates to greater comfort.

This contouring in the #2 seat is a passive ergonomic feature, dependent upon accurately adjusting two active ergonomic features: the seat height and the seat depth.

Who would usually want a #2 seat? Typically men of medium to large build prefer the #2 seat over the #7 – men with slight to medium build tend to lean toward the #7 as the contours are too deep for them. Many women who usually wear pants also tend to like the #2; women who wear moderate to tight skirts will not like the #2 seat. The #2 seat unfortunately puts women in a seated position that goes against everything they’ve always been taught about sitting lady-like, so there is an acclimation curve involved with the chair.

There are two contraindications for the #2 seat – one we’ve already discussed, that being for women who usually wear tighter skirts; the second being those who have had hip replacement surgery. I’ve had reports from several people who have said that the angle of the leg troughs is just enough to create a temporary dislocation of the hip replacement, so individuals with hip replacements should be seated in a #7 seat.

A benefit of the #2 seat is the ish dish, which is a set of strategically placed spacings (at the right and left ischial tuberosity of the pelvis, and at the coccyx or tailbone) to create comfort and support without creating a pressure point.
Another passive ergonomic feature of the #2 seat is the bump in the center of the front of the seat, more appropriately referred to as the “pommel.” The pommel can be reduced (but not eliminated) by specifying the X option.

Yet another passive feature of the #2 seat is the waterfall front seat edge. This has not been designed so that if you spill your coffee in your seat that it rolls right off the front edge of the chair… it was designed to reduce the risk of creating pressure points on the back of the upper legs.

S’port foam is available in the #2 seat, but it is highly recommended that either the double stitching (S1) or ease stitching (S2) options be selected in conjunction with s’port foam in any fabric other than comfortek as there is an increased potential for creasing in the leg troughs with s’port foam.

The moderately contoured #7 seat, our most popular seat, is slightly smaller than the #2 seat and is available for use with the J, K, and R mechanisms.

The #7 seat also has the passive ergonomic features mentioned with the #2 seat: the ish dish, the pommel, and the waterfall front seat edge. Like the #2 seat, the pommel can be reduced by specifying the X option.

The #7 seat fits the majority of the human population, so it is not usually a problem to lead with a #7 demo. The moderate contours are comfortable for most.

As with the #2 seat but not previously discussed, the #7 seat uses a multi-density layering of foam in the seat to create the comfortable support. On the bottom layer is the densest foam, called the heart foam. On top of that is a medium density layer, then if the s’port foam option is specified a layer of memory foam is added. The memory foam does not remember the butt print of the person seated in the chair – it remembers its original shape so it is crush-resistant.

Special customization of both the 2 and 7 seats can be ordered with approval from Customer Service, such as the tailcut, double regular foam instead of s’port foam, and other options at request.

In a previous Technical Side, we discussed positioning in the seat. At that point, we emphasized the typical 90-90-90 positioning… but what about forward tilt? What is the origin of the forward tilt positioning? Are there any benefits to forward tilt positioning?

Forward tilt positioning, by definition, involves having the seat pan tilted forward of 90 degrees, i.e. the back of the chair is higher than the front of the chair with the resultant positioning of the worker such that the worker’s hips are higher than their knees. (The pictures to the right are from OSHA’s computer workstation e-tools website)

Where did the concept of this positioning come from? As man ventured into space and experienced the lack of gravity, an interesting piece of trivia was realized. In zero gravity, man’s posture assumed a very characteristic positioning – not 90-90-90 as one might expect, and not a true standing position. On the contrary, the position assumed in zero gravity was that of about 128 degrees at the thigh-torso angle. That’s why this is also known as the zero gravity posture.

Why is this positioning important? It is in this positioning that the ligaments and muscles are at their most relaxed position.

How do we position someone in this posture? As pictured above, start from the 90-90-90 posture. Slowly tilt the seat of the chair forward. As the chair tilts forward, the back of the chair will push the torso forward. Release the back tilt paddle and slowly adjust the back to a vertical position. Adjust the angle of the seat to the point where the person’s knees are greater than 90 degrees. Because we deal with gravity, the 128 degree angle assumed in zero gravity is too great for the person to stay in the chair without significant effort from the leg muscles – for that reason, we typically compromise to a 100 to 110 degree angle at the thigh-torso angle and at the knee for a forward tilt posture. The majority of the person’s weight should be borne by the butt, not at the knee and leg.

What are the benefits of the forward tilt posture? The benefits are as follows:

1. Better circulation to the lower extremities – A greater than 90 degree angle at the hip and at the knee reduces the potential for occlusion of the blood vessels leading to the lower extremities.
2. Better digestion – with the open trunk/thigh posture, there is less pressure on the stomach and intestines.
3. Easier breathing – less pressure on the abdominal cavity also means easier breathing.
4. Easier to sit and stand – the forward tilt positioning means less effort to sit and to stand.
5. For shorter statured individuals, this positioning may place them at a better position at a standard height workstation.
In this section, we will deal with the big and tall series – the XL seat (#4), the Stretch seat (#9), and the Bariatric seat (#3).

The XL seat (#4), formerly known as the Big & Tall, is the largest BodyBilt seat with moderate contour. It is available with the S mechanism (which has two paddles to adjust seat height and seat tilt but does not have back angle adjustment, and has a back depth adjuster standard), and the J mechanism (which has three paddles on the right to adjust seat height, seat tilt, and back angle, and has either the back depth adjuster or the seat slider options available).

The XL seat is weight rated to 500 pounds. Although it is typically used for people from 300 to 500 pounds, it can easily be used for persons between 250 pounds to 300 pounds with a larger hip size who don't feel comfortable in the #2 seat, or find that the #7 or #8 seat a little tight.

The Stretch seat (#9) is BodyBilt's minimally contoured seat for individuals with long upper legs. Although there is a tendency to use height as a qualifier for the stretch seat, the real key is the length of the leg between the hip and the knee.

Surprisingly, many women who are tall waisted fit very well in the #9 seat, particularly when it is accompanied by a seat slider on a J mechanism. The stretch seat is also available with a K mechanism, but be aware that the K mechanism will have limited seat depth as it cannot have either a back depth adjuster or a seat slider.

Both the #4 seat and the #9 seat use the multi-layered multi-density foam system used in other BodyBilt seats.

The Bariatric seat (#3), is as of this writing the largest of the BodyBilt seats with a weight rating of 600 pounds. It exclusively uses the B (Bariatric) mechanism, which has height adjustment and limited seat pan tilt. The #3 seat uses a unique and exclusive set of layered multi-density foams, different from any other BodyBilt seat.

BodyBilt – seven seat pans, six seat backs, multiple arms – all add up to modularity and comfort in an ergonomic package.
When performing a chair fitting, we’re often left to wonder how to deal with a person’s arms – where should they put them, where should the armrests be positioned.

A key to proper arm placement is getting the person you’re fitting into a relaxed position. You must first position the height of their chair so that their knees are at least 90 degrees (but they should not feel like they’re going to slide out of the chair – that in itself will cause them to become tense!), and position the back of the chair so that you’re encouraging the person’s posture to preserve the curves of the spine (review: inward curve at the neck [cervical], outward curve at the mid-back [thoracic], and inward curve at the low back [lumbar]) – the lumbar support should be positioned on the opposite side of the body from the belly button. Now that the torso is positioned correctly, we now move to the arms.

The arms should be relaxed by the person’s side, so take the armrests down to the lowest position. Have the person let their arms drop by their sides if possible – have them shake out their arms to get the muscles to relax. Have the person slowly bring their forearms up until the arm creates a 90 degree angle at the elbow. Watch them closely to make sure that they don’t shrug their shoulders up when they bring the forearms up – it’s a natural reaction if they’re used to having their armrests too high. Turn the person to the side and look at where their arms fall – you want to slowly adjust the armrest up to be equal to relaxed seated elbow height… the person should not feel like they are shrugging, nor should they feel that they have to lean to one side or the other to get support.

The arms should be relaxed by the person’s side, so take the armrests down to the lowest position. Have the person let their arms drop by their sides if possible – have them shake out their arms to get the muscles to relax.

Have the person slowly bring their forearms up until the arm creates a 90 degree angle at the elbow. Watch them closely to make sure that they don’t shrug their shoulders up when they bring the forearms up – it’s a natural reaction if they’re used to having their armrests too high. Turn the person to the side and look at where their arms fall – you want to slowly adjust the armrest up to be equal to relaxed seated elbow height... the person should not feel like they are shrugging, nor should they feel that they have to lean to one side or the other to get support.

Once you have the height in mind, turn to the front of the person and look at where the armrests are – if the person looks like they have to splay their elbows outward to get support, then the armrests are too wide – they need to either bring the armrests inward or use a pivot arm to bring the arm closer to the body.